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Abstract 
We introduce yet another event-based formalism, that of event automata, which unifies 
various concepts to be found in the literature. A characteristic property of these automata is 
that every state bears information about the events which have happened, and every state 
change coincides with the happening of an event. With configurations being reachable states, 
we show that other formalisms, such as (prime or flow) event structures and geometric 
automata, can be embedded in our model. Various constructions on event automata, such as 
the partially synchronous products, specialize to those of other formalisms. 
We discuss various new concepts such as possible events, asymmetric onflict and quiescent 
states, all of which are of an intensional nature, and which more faithfully model certain 
phenomena of event-based protocols. 
Finally, we distinguish between specifications, and automata which satisfy a specification. 
This distinction seems to open new perspectives for the analysis of refinement and abstraction. 
We prove compositionality of satisfaction with regard to some synchronization operators. 
1. Introduction 
Event structures, as introduced ten years ago by Winskel [28], are considered as 
a fundamental model of concurrency. They are based on the notion of event which, 
ever since, has attracted discussion about its very nature. To avoid misunderstanding, 
we consider an event as an instantaneous and indivisible action which happens once in 
a computation.’ Recently some technical criticism of this idea has emerged, in 
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particular with regard to the duplication of events in prime event structures. This 
criticism led to the definition of flow event structures [l]. 
Our criticism is more fundamental, in that we wonder whether the notions of “causal- 
ity” and “consistency” alone ~~~~~~~y model [ 151 all the phenomena we encounter in 
concurrent computing. To substantiate his point, we will consider some basic situations, 
which pose a variety of specification problems, and which lead to the definition of the, we 
believe, new concept of event automata. Event automata are of a considerably more 
general nature than event structures, while being simple and even somewhat old-fashion- 
ed. To be more precise, event automata are transition systems, possibly with an initial 
state, but with the particular feature that, for every state, a set of events “which have 
happened so far” is given (as a sort of minimal information about the internal nature 
of states); moreover every step coincides with the happening of some event. There will 
be further ingredients uch as quiescent states which will play a role when considering 
transitions, but these ingredients depend on the nature of the reality modeled. 
The inadequacies of event structure have already been pointed out by several 
authors. For instance, Gaifman and Pratt [8,9] mix temporal and causal relations, 
Gunawardena in [ 12,131 introduces geometric automata where causality and conflict 
is treated more carefully, and Pratt and van Glabbeek [19,27) consider higher- 
dimensional automata in order to model more precisely the interaction of causality, 
concurrency and inconsistency. Our point of view is definitely more naive. It stems 
from carefully distinguishing between specifications and the behaviour specified. For 
instance, we interpret he consequence relation of event structures not as causality, but 
as an “enabling” relation, causality being a concept, if at all, observable on the 
automaton specified. Similarly, we tend to look at concepts such as conflict, as 
a means for specification which is reflected in the behavior of the specified automaton, 
but which a priori is not an inherent part of such an automaton. 
The rest of the paper is organized thus: in the next section we discuss a protocol, our 
running example, in order to pinpoint some shortcomings of standard models of 
causality. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of event automata and show how to 
embed other causal models into this new one. We also prove that parallel composition 
of event automata specializes to those defined for the other models, and we give 
a solution to the running example. 
In Section 4 we address the problem of how to specify event automata. For this purpose 
we introduce a number of new concepts, such as “possible vents”, “asymmetric conflict” 
and “quiescent states”, that allow us to specify logically event automata. Moreover we 
prove compositionality of the specifications. Finally we show, in Section 5, that it is 
possible to enrich models like prime or flow event structures with these concepts. 
2. The protocol problem 
We use the communication protocol problem (informally specified by Fig. 1) 
recently advanced by Norbert Gotz and Ulla Goltz [lo] as a running example. 
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Fig. 1. A communication protocol 
Fig. 2. The prime event structures representing the whole behavior. 
Two agents A and B may communicate by means of a channel K. C stands for 
“connect”, D for “data” and R for “release”, and the subscripts req for “request”, ind 
for “indication”, rsp for “response” and cnf for “confirmation”.3 The agent A may 
request a connection (C,,,) and this connection may be established by B with a pair of 
events (Ci”d and Crsp): then A receives an acknowledgment (C,,,) (if B does not 
perform Crsp then the connection is not established and then it is unacknowledged). 
A may send a release request and this is served as the connection request. B may send 
a data packet (D,,,) or not that, whenever it is sent, it is received (Dina) by A. The data 
packet should be received by A (Dind) before the release of the connection is confirmed 
(R,,,). Note that Drnd may occur before or after Rreq in A. The prime event structure 
represented in Fig. 2 reflects this behavior. 
A problem, however, arises if we want to reason separately about the agents, and 
then to synthesize their behavior by application of a synchronization operation. If we 
look at the agent A, we may start arguing that either a data packet is received before 
the release request (R,,,) is performed, or it is not received at all, but this clearly cuts 
down the intended interpretation of the protocol. If we take the real problem into 
3The subscript are borrowed from the ISO-OSI communication protocol standards. 
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Fig. 3. The prime event structures for A and B 
Fig. 4. The prime event structure with possible events for the protocol. 
account, namely that B sends data (Dreq) and that this data is received by A (Dind) after 
the release request has been performed, we may argue that Dind is either a “cause” for 
R reqT or Rreq is a cause for Dind, or Dind does not happen. This consideration allows us 
to write down the prime event structures for the two agents (in Fig. 3), but the overall 
behavior cannot be synthesized by synchronization operation from those of the agents 
and the channek4 the resulting compound prime event structure does not express the 
situation where the data packet is received after the release request (R,,,) but before 
the release confirm (R,,,). On the other side Dind and Rreq cannot be independent 
because then we are forced to include the L)ind every time the release confirm has been 
observed. Putting some constraints on the channel is by no means helpful in this 
setting. 
Looking more closely, we may naively argue that Dind is not a “real cause” for R,,[; 
we are just coding all the feasible temporal evolutions, modeling them in terms of 
“‘causality”! Going further, we may say that Dind takes place if and only if Dreq has 
already occurred, and the agent B may decide whether to send data or not. This 
decision is modeled as usual, with a conflict in the prime event structure of B. 
We propose considering the data service as merely “possible”. This has a precise 
meaning: whenever a possible event takes place, it must precede all events related to it 
(maybe by a causality-like notion). More precisely, the later events may occur freely, 
without the possible event having occurred, but whenever some of the later events 
happen, the possible event is disabled. Using possible events, a tentative solution of 
the protocol problem is depicted in Fig. 4, (possible states being underlined). The 
diagram can be synthesized from the specification of the agents A and B as given by 
“We omit the figure for the channel, but it is rather obvious. 
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Fig. 5. The prime event structure with possible events for A and B. 
the respective projections (Fig. 5), though there is the problem of guaranteeing that the 
possible event Dreq must have occurred whenever Dind occurs.’ 
We detect other deficiencies of the modeling. If we interpret the arrow as causality, 
or even more weakly as enabling, then there is little evidence that the event 
Creq enables the event Ccnf if agent A is considered on its own. Here knowledge is 
anticipated which can only be achieved by composition with the channel and agent B. 
The only information we really have about Rreq and Rcnf is that Rreq should precede 
Rcnf in any admissible behavior. This is neatly captured by implications Ccnf * Creq 
and Li * Rrep whatever the actual logic might be (for instance the logic in [12,13]). 
These statements cut down the state space very much in the same way as “inconsist- 
ency” does. We will take up this fine of thought again below. 
Finally, as another shortcoming, we notice that transmission of the data is only enabled 
but not enforced, in the sense that data must arrive whenever transmitted. To model this 
situation we introduce the notion quiescent and actiue states, active states being those 
where further events are enforced. In terms of the example, the occurrence of Dreq will 
lead to an active state while the occurrence of L)ind will result in a quiescent state (if no 
other events are enforced). This will be discussed more precisely in Section 4.3. 
3. Event automata 
3.1. introducing event automata 
Event automata model the behavior of noncurrent systems as opposed to event 
structures ([30]) which specify their behavior. 
Definition 1. A (finite) event automaton rfP=(E, St, H) consists of 
e a set E of events, 
l a set St E Fin(E) of states, 
l a transition relation XH Y such that Y==X ti {ej for some event eeE.6 
“This is not yet captured by the informal semantics so far (see Section 4.2). Note the apparent composi- 
tionality of the picture. 
6We use the notation Xti{e) to state that XU ie) is a disjoint union of X and (e). 
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Fig. 6. An example where reachability is not monotonic. 
If not mentioned otherwise, we consider reachable states those XESt such that 
Q)+*X, where I+* is the transitive and reflexive closure of w. In this case we use the 
notation Reach(d) for the set of reachable states and ambiguously the subautomaton 
of reachable states. 
Remark. Conventionally, reachable states are generated by initial states. We will 
consider initial states as a separate notion for reasons to be explained later. 
Introducing a new concept necessitates, of course, some justification. Firstly, we 
would expect it to subsume what is already given, and secondly the current point of 
view should be expanded. For the first, we indicate below how to embed the more 
familiar event-based structures. For the second, consider the simple example in Fig. 6. 
According to the current terminology, both the events a and b are enabled without 
preconditions, i.e. I- a and I- b. Hence, by the monotonicity axiom “YE a whenever 
X b a and X E Y” inherent in all definitions of event structures, there should be 
a move {b)+(a, b}, which we definitely want to avoid in the automaton above; if a is 
considered as a “possible event” which should take place hefore b occurs, we exactly 
want to consider the automaton as depicted. This simple idea of abandoning mono- 
tonicity causes an additional generality, which may be circumscribed otherwise: the 
nature of events is changed in that an event is still an instantaneous and indivisible 
action, but the same event may occur in different “runs” of the system (of course only 
once), as opposed to the standard view where an event may occur only once in one 
“run”. Or, to put it differently, an event in an event automaton only encodes the 
history relative to one run of the system,7 while usually it encodes history in absolute 
terms. 
Now let us sketch how to embed the familiar event-based models. We first recall the 
notion of (general, prime, flow) event structure and then prove that the reachable 
states of the corresponding automaton are the finite configurations of the represented 
event structure. It should be noted that the embedding is semantical by nature in that 
the space of configurations of the respective structures determines the corresponding 
event automaton. 
‘In the example, the event h has two histories: one is the empty one and the other is just [a), 
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A (general) event structure E=(E, Con, t-) is defined in [30] to consist of 
(i) a set E of events, 
(ii) a consistency predicate Con c Fin( E) such that XE Con whenever X E Y and 
Y~con, and 
(iii) an enabling relation X k e such that XeCon and Y I- e whenever XC Y. 
A finite configuration X is defined as a subset of E which is consistent, i.e. X E Con, 
and secured, i.e. for all eeX there exists a sequence e,, . . . , en= e such that 
ie l,...,ei_l} I-eei. 
The corresponding event automaton At(E) has as states the consistent sets, the 
transition relation being given by XI-+ Y if Y= X ti { e> and X-e. 
A prime event structure E =(E, <, # ) (as defined in [30]) consists of 
(i) a set E of events, partially ordered by a causal dependency relation 6, and 
(ii) of an irreflexive, symmetric conflict relation #, 
which satisfies the “principle of conflict inheritance”, namely e # e’ and e’ <e” implies 
e # e”, and the “principle of finite causes”, namely for all eE E {e’: e’<e} is finite. 
A subset X of events is said to be consistent if, for all e, e’EX, not e # e’. Define 
a finite configuration X to be a consistent, left closed subset, i.e. eeX whenever e < e’ 
and e’EX. 
The definition of the corresponding event automaton depends on the observation 
that every event e has a finite set pred(e) of immediate predecessors, where e’ is an 
immediate predecessor of e if e’ < e, and if e” = e whenever e’ < e” <e (where e < e’ iff 
e < e’ and e # e’). Define an event automaton Aut( E) with St being the set of consistent 
subsets of events, transition relation XH Y whenever Y= X ti { ej and pred(e) E X. 
A flow event structure, defined in [ 11, is a structure E= (E, #, < ) where: 
(i) E is a set of events, 
(ii) # GE x E is the symmetric conflict relation, 
(iii) < GE x E is an irreflexive relation, the jaw relation. 
A finite configuration X is a subset of E such that 
(a) it is conflict free, i.e. there are no elements e, e’EX such that e # e’, 
(b) the relation dx is a partial order, where bx is the transitive closure of 
< n(X x X), and 
(c) for all eEX, if e’ <e and e’#X then there exists e”EX such that e” 4 e and e’ # e”. 
The corresponding event automaton Auf(E) is defined as follows: the states are the 
finite conflict-free subsets of E, the transition relation is given by XH Y iff Y= Ye (e) 
and for all e’< e either e’EX or there exists e”EX such that e”< e and e’ # e”. 
We can now prove that the reachable states of the automaton associated with 
a (general, prime, flow) event structure are the finite configurations of the respective 
event structure. 
Proposition 2. Given a (general, prime, fiow) event structure E and the associated 
automaton Aut( E), then Reuch(Aut (E)) = ConFi,( E) where ConFin are the finite conjig- 
urutions. 
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Proof. 
l General event structures. The empty set is a configuration. For the induction, 
assume that some reachable state X is a configuration and that XH Y. Then 
Y = X w {e) and X t- e which implies that Y is secured if X is so. Vice versa, given 
a configuration X={e,, . . . . e,} there exists some secured sequence which involves 
all the elements of X. We can assume without restriction of generality that 
e,, . . . . ei_1 E ei for i= 1, . . . . n. This define a sequence of transitions 
0 H(er)t-+...H{er,..., e,} =X. 
l Prime event structures. Suppose X is a reachable state. We prove that by induction 
on the cardinality of X that X is a configuration: The empty set is a configuration. 
For the induction step, we assume that ~Hie,JH...HCel,...,e,_,}=X,_, 
+er,..., e,} =X is a derivation sequence and that pred(e,) E X,_ 1. Assume e < e,. 
Then, for some e’Epred(e,), ebe’. By the induction hypothesis, X,_ 1 is downward 
closed, hence eEX,_r. Assume (vice versa) that X is a configuration. Since X is 
downward closed, and since every eEX has only a finite number of predecessors, 
one can construct a sequence ~H{el)=XIH,..HIe,,...,e,}=X,Hie,,..., 
e,, e} =X by finite induction. 
l Flow event structures. Let X be a configuration. We construct a computation 
sequence @=Xet--+Xr~ ‘.. I-+X,=X of the corresponding automaton. Assume 
X&+XrH... HXi to be constructed. Let eeX\Xi be a smallest element with 
regard to bx restricted to X\Xi (which exists as the sets are finite). We claim that 
XiHXi+l =Xiw {e> is a move of the automaton. For this let e’<e. Then either 
e’EXi or e’$Xi. In the latter case, there exists some e”EXi such that e’# e”<e. 
Then e being the smallest element in X\Xi implies that e”EXi. Of course, it cannot 
be that e’EX\Xi, again by e being a smallest element. 
For the other direction, a simple induction is used. Assume X to be reachable state 
and a configuration, and XHX &{e} to be a move of the automaton. Xti{e) is 
conflict-free by definition, and condition (c) holds automatically because of the restric- 
tions on moves. For condition (b) observe that a cycle is only generated if e < e’ for 
some e’EX. But X being a configuration and e#X, there exist some e”EX such that 
e # e”<e’. Then Xti {e) is inconsistent in contradiction to X ti{e> being a state. 
Gunawardena has introduced automata of a more intensional character [12,13]. 
We consider his notion of geometric automata; that is a triple G=(E, p. a) where E is 
a set of events and where p, cr : E-t Fr(E) is a pair of functions to the free frame Fr(E) 
[14] generated by E. An event eEE is enabled in X if vx(p(e))=T and vx(a(e))=F, 
where ux : Fe(E)-+Fr(E) is the frame homomorphism such that u,(e)=T o eEX. The 
obvious transition function, of course, defines an event automaton. 
3.2. Synchronization qf event automata 
A first consistency check for “compatibility” with regard to existing causal models 
has been established. A next natural step is to check consistency with regard to 
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defined, and f(e) is undefined otherwise. Then f is the unique one such that 
ni(f(e))=fi(e) if J(e) is defined and ni(f(e)) undefined if J(e) is undefined (i= 1,2). 
If f is a homomorphism it is the unique one to satisfy the equalities above. To this 
end we observe: 
- fpreserues, and is injective on states. If ni(f(e)) is defined, then ni(f(e))=fi(e). 
Thus ni(f(X))=fi(X) for every state X in 8’. But J(X) is a state Of&i as the fi’s are 
homomorphisms. 
Since either XI(e) or rcz(e) is defined for every eeh(X), injectivity of fi and fi 
induces that off: 
- f preserves transitions. Let X~+xw{e} and f(e) be defined. f(X) is a state 
as f preserves states. Assume that ni(f(e))=fi(e) is defined. Then 
rti(f(X))~~i(f(X))ti,(ni(f(e))} just says that f,(X)~fi(X)ti{A(e)}, which is 
a move of J$ as fi preserves transitions. 
We would at least expect that synchronization of event automata coincides with 
synchronization of event structures, prime event structures etc. in that the construc- 
tions agree on the set of configurations. 
Proposition 6. Let El and Ez be event (prime event, flow event) structures. Then 
Reach(Aut(E,)nAut(Ez))=Con,,(E, n Ez). 
Proof. 
l We first consider the case of event structure. We prove a stronger result, namely 
that Aut(E,)nAut(E,)=Aut(E,nE,). 
X is a state of Aut(El n E2) 
iff X is a finite and consistent set of El n E2 
iff xi(X) is a consistent set of Ei and 7ci is injective on X, for i= 1,2, by definition of 
product on general event structure [30], 
iff ni(X) is a state of Aut(Ei) (by Proposition 5) and rti is injective, 
iff, by definition of the product of event automata, X is a state of Aut(El)n Aut(E,). 
Let us check that the two automata agree on the transition relation. 
XH Y in Aut(E, n E,) 
iff Y=X&{e) and X-e, 
iff nr(X)~+rc,( Y) whenever nr(e) is defined, and if rc2(X)~rr2( Y) whenever rz(e) is 
defined, 
iff, again by definition of the product of event automaton, XH Y in 
Aut(E,)nAut(E,). 
The claim of the theorem follows using Proposition 2. 
l For the parallel composition of prime event structures we use Vaandrager’s 
definition [24] because it is, in our opinion, the nicest proposed. The parallel 
composition proposed by Winskel in [30] uses the domain of configurations of the 
prime event structure performing the composition on this level and then retrieving 
the prime event structure corresponding to the compound configurations. The 
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operators on these models. We do so for the example of asynchronous composition, 
a prominent operator. Not too surprisingly, we follow the lines of Winskel [30], 
proving that this composition is a product in the category of event automata. 
Definition 3. A (partially synchronous) homomorphism h : b-4 of event automata 
consists of a partial mapping h: E-E’ on events such that all the infrastructure is 
preserved, i.e. 
h(X)ESt’ if X&St, 
h is injective on all states, meaning that, for all x,y~X~st, if h(x) and h(y) are 
defined, and h(x)=h(y), then x=y, 
h(X)t+h(X)u{h(e)} if Xr+Xti{e}, and if h(e) is defined, 
where h(X)= { h(x)EE’: XCGX and h(x) is defined). These data define a category. 
Remark. Injectivity on states guarantees that every transition coincides with an event, 
and that h(X)t+h(X)u{h(e)}=h(X)ti{h(e)}. 
Definition 4. The product &r fl C& of event automata 8r =( El, St,, H) and J$ = 
(Ez,St2,wz), with El disjoint from EZ, is defined by (&St,-) where 
E=El x*E2=Elu(El x E2)uE,,* and the projections 7Ci: E+Ei are partial map- 
ping defined by ni(er,ez)=ei, rti(ei)=ei if eiEEi for i=1,2, 
XESt iff TC~(X)ES~~ and n2(x)ESt2, and if 7c1 and n2 restricted to X are injective, 
XHXu{e} iff X is a state, if nr(X) t-+rrrl(X)ti{zl(e)) whenever cr(e) is defined, 
and if ~2(X)~2rrc,(X)~{rc2(e)} whenever x2(e) is defined. 
Proposition 5. &I n L$ determines a product in the category of event automata and 
partially synchronous homomorphisms. 
Proof. 
~9~ CT?~ is an event automaton. We only have to check that transitions are well 
defined, meaning that Xu{e} is a state and e$X if X~Xuje). If x1(e) is defined 
then ~l(Xu{e})=nl(X)ti{~l(e)) h’ h w ic IS a state since nl(X)++rc,(X)~{7r,(e)}. 
Moreover it follows that n, is injective on Xu {ef. Otherwise rc,(Xu [el\)=zr(X) 
which is a state by assumption. The same argument shows that nz(Xu{ej) is 
a state and that 7c2 is injective on X u {e}. So X u (e} is a state. Since either rrI(e) or 
rc2(e) is defined it follows that e$X by injectivity of rcI and 7r2 on X u {e). 
nI and 7r2 are homomorphisms by definition. 
Product properties. Let fi : S+r& and f2 : I-d2 be homomorphisms. The under- 
lying partial mappings induce a partial mapping ,f: S+&r n&72 defined by 
f(e)=(fr(e), f2(e)) if both components are defined, f(e)=,fi(e) if only 1;(e) is 
*The product ofevent defined in this way is equivalent to the one defined, for instance by Winskel in [30], as 
E, x*E,=E,x(*)uElxEZuj*)XEZ. 
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definition adopted here plays a similar game but remaining closer to the informa- 
tion such as partial orders and conflicts between events present in the prime event 
structure. 
Given two prime event structures El =(I&, 6r, #r) and Ez=(&, qzr #2) con- 
sider the set of ore-events defined as follows: Let El x * Ez with projections rrl and 
n2 be given as in Definition 4. Let us call a subset X of El x .+& a ~reco~~g~r~?~o~ 
iff the following two conditions hold: 
(i) xi(X) is a configuration Of (Ei, d i, # i); 
(ii) fx, the transitive closure of < n(X x X), is a partial order, where 
<r~(Er x*E2) is defined by ede’ iff either rcl(e)GIzI(e’) or nz(e)G2rrZ(e’). 
If X has a maximal element with respect o =& then X is called a complete prime. 
Then the product of the two prime event structures is El n E2 =(E, 6. # f where 
1. E= (X: X is a complete prime], 
2. X<Yiff XEY, 
3. X # Y iff X u Y is not a preconfiguration. 
Let X be a reachable set of Aut(E, fl&). Then the following holds: 
- There exists a sequence 0H{el)H{el,ez)~...~fe,,...,e,3=X, 
- nl(X) and rc2(X) are states of Aut(E,) and Aut(E,), respectively, i.e. consistent 
sets, 
- z1 and x2 are injective on X. 
By definition of products we have that 0t-+, (Iri(eI)>~, .+. w* { ni(er ), . . . , IL&,,)] = 
q(X) are derivation sequences, for i= 1,2 (where XH* Y states that XH Y or 
X= Y), which implies that ni(X) is a reachable state of AUt(Ei), and thus a finite 
configuration because of Proposition 2. For X to be a configuration of El n E,, we 
have additionally to check that (X, Go) is a partial order. This follows if i<j 
whenever ei < xej, for ail i, j < n. We prove that by induction on the cardinaIity of X, 
i.e. on the length of the derivation. 
The statement holds trivially for the empty set. For the induction step, assume that 
the condition holds for i,j<n. Now assume that e,, 1 <xej for some j<n+ 1. By 
definition there exists a sequence ,,, GxaI Gx . . . Mk Gxei, with cItE{el, .. . ,e,+, 1. 
Assume w.1.o.g. that x1 (e,, , ) <nl(al). Then e”+r=~, by injectivity of nl on 
(e 1, . . . , e,, t ). A finite induction then proves that e,, 1 = ej. 
We can conclude that X is a con~guration of El n Ez and thus a reachable state of 
AME, n Ez). 
For the other direction, let X be a configuration of E, fl EZ. By definition (X, Gx) 
is a partial order and nl(X) and x2(X) are configurations, hence consistent states. 
The projections are injective on X since ni(c)=ni(c’) implies e Gxe’ and e’ Gxe, 
hence e=e’ since 6 x is a partial order. We can conclude that X is a state of 
Aut(El)fl Aut(E,). For reachability observe that there exists a computation 
0~(er)H(el,e2)“.)-+(el , . . . , e,) = X in Aut( El n E2) with all the intermediate 
state being configurations ince they are reachable. This is as well a computation of 
A~t(E,)nAut(Ez) since pred(xi(ej+l))E(ni(el),...,lri(ej)> whenever 7ti(ej+r) is 
defined, as { ni(er ), . . . ,~((e~+~)} is a configuration and is downward closed. 
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l TheproductoftwofloweventstructuresE,=(E,,<,,#,)andE,=(Ez,<2,#z) 
is the flow event structure E, n E2 =(E, _(, # ) where 
1. El xeEz with projections 7~~ and 7t2 defined as above, 
2. e<e’ iff rrI(e)iInr(e’) or ~~(e)<~n~(e’) (again, existence of the xi(e)% resp. 
zi(e’))s implied), 
3. e#e’ iff rrr(e)#rn,(e’) or nz(e)#2rrZ(e’) or (efe’ and either xr(e)=nr(e’) or 
Qe)=w2@‘)). 
This is a categorical product provided El and E2 satisfy the axiom 
A: eo#el<e2Aeo+e2 
*3e3.(el # e3<e2) A (Ve # e3.(el #e v el =e) A e-e2) 
where e-e’ iff e #e’ or e<e’ or e’<e [3]. 
we prove by induction that every reachable state of Aut( E,) n At&(&) is a config- 
uration of E, n E2, i.e. a reachable state of Aut(E, I]&) (by Proposition 2). The 
claim trivially holds for the empty set. Assume X to be a reachable state, and 
Xt-+X@{e) to be a move of Aut(E,)~Aur(E,). 
(a) Assume that e # e’ for some e’EX. Since the projections ni are injective on the 
states of the product automaton Aut(E,)n Aut(E,), it cannot be that 
ni(e)=ni(e’) and e#e’. On the other hand rrI(e)#nI(e’) implies that 
rrr(Xti{e)) is inconsistent in contradiction to rcr(X) being a configuration of 
E,, the latter being a consequence of the inductive assumption that X is 
a configuration of El n E2 (note that projections preserve con~gurations if the 
condition d holds). 
(b) Observe that a cycle is only obtained if e< e’ for some e”EX, and assume 
without restriction of generality that nr(e) < n,(e’). As rcr is injective on X@ {e}, 
n,(e)#n,(X), and there exists some e,Erc,(X) such that nI(e)#el<zI(e’). 
This induces el<e’ as nt(el)=el<n,(e’) and e#e, in contradiction to 
X ti (e3 being conflict-free. 
(c) Let e’ <e for some r’$X i?;i {e) and assume without restriction of generality that 
nr(e’)inr(e). Either: rrI(e’)E7cl(X), then there exists some e”EX such that 
nr(e’)=z,(e”), which implies that e’#e” and e”<e. Or: rr,(e’)$nr(X). Then 
there exists some erErzr(X) such that Irr(e’) # e, <rcl(e), hence e’ # e”<e for 
the e”fXtii(e) such that n,(e”)=el. 
For the other direction, assume that X is a state of A&( El n E,). Then X is 
a configuration of El n E2. For injectivity, observe that e#e’ and ni(e)=xi(e’) 
implies e # e’ in contradiction to X being a configuration. 
Let a configuration X of Aut(E, l’j E;) be reachable in Auto Aut(E,), let 
XI-+X @(ej be a move of Aut(E, n&), and let without restriction of generality 
Icr(e) be defined. We have to check that ~~(X)~~*(X)~~~~(e)~: zrr(X)srr,(e) is 
a configuration since X ti {e) is so, and since projections preserve configurations. 
Then, for all nr(e’)<nr(e), either nr(e)Enr(X) or nr(e”)#nr(e) for some 
7rl(e”)onl(X). 
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Remark. It may be argued that the product of prime event structures is more or less 
obtained on the level of event automata anyway because of the heavy use of configura- 
tions. Flow event structures avoid this, which seems to be their main purpose. 
We do not look at partially synchronous products of geometric automata since they 
have not been defined in the literature so far. We believe that the proposition should 
be of prescriptive nature in this case. 
Once again, all this is by no means surprising. The argument merely provides some 
evidence that the notion of an event automata is sound. Other concepts should be as 
easily defined generically, for instance the various notions of equivalence such as 
bisimulation. Of course, we then have to introduce labeling of events in the standard 
style. 
To treat the running example, we introduce another synchronization operator, 
which allows the automata to synchronize on only a given set of events. As a prerequi- 
site we need the following construction. 
Definition 7. Let d be an event automaton and let h: E’+E be a partial mapping. 
Then we can construct an event automaton h*(b)=( E’, St’, I--+‘) by 
l St’= { X c E’: h(X)ESt and h is injective on X}, and 
l Xt+‘X@{e) if h(e) is undefined, or if h(X)wh(X)ti{h(e)J otherwise. 
Fact 8. h: h*(B)+& is an homomorphism of event automata. 
Note that this contruction h*(b) is not a fibration [29]. However we can use this 
construction to define other notions of parallel composition.’ 
Definition 9. Let 8r and J& be two event automata and let dcE, x E, be a set (the 
synchronization set). Define 8r II.,, gZ =2*(&i n&p,) where ;I:du(El \dl)u(E2\d2) 
-El x*E2 denotes the embedding with &i={eil(ei,e2)E&4$ for i= 1,2. 
This operation is an event-based restriction of operators as used in TCSP [Z] where 
the actions are used to determine the synchronization set. 
3.3. Back to the running example 
We demonstrate that the overall behaviour of the running example can be syn- 
thesized from the behaviors of the components using the synchronization operator of 
Definition 9. The following pictures try to capture the reachable parts of the auto- 
mata. The events in a state can be retrieved by adding the events successively, starting 
with the empty set as initial state on the left-hand side. Dots and vertical lines 
9An analysis of the construction will be given in [Is]. 
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Fig. 7. Process A. 
Fig. 8. Process 8. 
Fig. 9. The channef K. 
represent states, the horizontal arrows labeled by events represent moves from one 
state to another. Two “sequences of transition arrows” starting in the same state and 
leading to the same state must be interleaved in an arbitrary way to obtain all possible 
computations leading from one state to the other. For this note that different 
computation sequences between two states must be of the same length. Then the 
agents A, B, and the channel K can be depicted as shown in Figs. 7-9. If we consider 
the states represented in Fig. 7 by the first bar (which is the state { Creq. Ccnf)) and the 
second bar ( {Creq, Ccnf,Rreq,Dind)), then it is clear what we mean for interleaving 
Rreq and Dind, Note that all the intermediate states are coded in this representation. 
We can now compose these automata using the synchronization operator A [Is/, K 
(channel K Fig. 9) where &I = { (Gq, Creq), (Cc”,-, Ccnf), (Dindr Dind),(Rreqr R eqh 
(R,,f, Rcnr)). The resulting automaton is depicted in Fig. 10, renaming synchronized 
events in the obvious way. 
Here the following conventions are applied: horizontal (transitions arrows meet 
vertical (state) bars with some space in between (case I), then there is no relation 
between X and Y. Otherwise (case 2) we have Xc Y (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 10. The ccmposition of A and K. 
1” 2. 
I -* -- ---l-- “...“-...c * Y Y 
X x 
Fig. Ii 
Finally, we obtain the correct overall &havior of sy~~bro~~~~ng all the processes 
via (A ~~~~ K) lidzB where J&=((CindjCind), (&p,Crsp)r (Drcq+Dr*yk (fhd*Rindh 
(Rrsp, R&) (with again renaming as obvious) {Fig. 12). 
The notation suggests that some algorithm should be able to produce the pictures 
from sp~ci~cat~o~s. 
4, Specification of event aut~rn~t~ 
The previous section provides the to& to synthesize the overall behavior of our 
running example in terms of s~r2zantks or ~~~~~~~~. We now look for a similar result 
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for speciJcations (or schedules [20]) where, of course, by a specification we mean 
a more succinct, if only shorter presentation of possible behaviors. The plural is 
deliberate because, in general, more than one automaton should satisfy a given 
specification. This section relates specification and behaviors though we do not intend 
to develop a full logic, but discuss ome ingredients of such a logic. In fact, we consider 
a sort of “logical framework” which makes assumptions about “satisfaction” rather 
than develop a particular logic. In this general framework some “compositionality” 
results with regard to specifications are established. However, we use some particular 
logical infrastructure to discuss our running example. 
4.1. States and enabling 
The basic ingredients of an event automaton to be specified are the states and the 
transition relation. 
Properties of states could, for instance, be stated in terms of a simple logic with 
atomic predicates e which assert that an event e has occurred: a state X satisfies the 
predicate e, notation X Fe, if e is an element of X. Then a state can be characterized 
by a (finite) conjunction of such atomic formulas where, of course, a conjunction may 
be defined by the usual scheme. We might easily introduce more logical language, 
such as Ccnf * Creq as used in our running example, or e-1 e’ (which states inconsist- 
ency of e and e’). A good candidate for such a logic may be the geometric logic 
introduced in [12]. 
Similarly, atomic predicates of the form 4 F e may be used to specify enabling of the 
event e in that XHXU {e} whenever X ~~ and e$X.” We are here not so much 
concerned with details in style but to stress the distinction between specifications and 
the automata which satisfy a specification. We tentatively propose the following 
definition. 
Definition 10 
We assume existence of some appropriate “logic of events” which allows to state 
that a finite set X E E of events satisjes a formula 4, for short X k 4. The formulas 
are “typed” by E in that the respective set of events is well understood. 
A specijication Spec over events E consist of some stateformula 4 and a set of event 
declarations t,l~ F e where 4, $ are of type E, and where eEE. 
Let b=(E, St, H) be an event automaton. Then 
(i) 8 + 4 if, for all states XESt, X + 4, 
(ii) 8, $ + e if, for all states XESC, XI-+X ti {e} whenever X + II/ and e&X, 
(iii) tp satisfies a specification Spec, notation I k Spec, if 8 k 4 for the state formula 
4 in Spec, and if 8, $ + e for event declarations Ic/ F e in Spec. 
“‘This is part of the mechanism used in [12] 
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In genera! there might be more than one automaton which satisfies a given 
speci~cation, quite in contrast to the usual approach where “reachable” automata are 
considered. A minimal infrastructure, however, is provided for every automaton 
satisfying a specification. We will say that a specification is consistent if there exists 
a nonempty reachable event automaton that satisfies it, otherwise we will say that 
a specification is inconsistent. An inconsistent specification is satisfied by the empty 
event automaton. 
Proposition 11. For every consistent specijcation Spec of type E there exists a minimal 
reachable automaton Min(Spec) of type E such that Min(Spec)+Spec. 
More precisely, for every automaton d such that I +Spec there exists a unique 
hanzomarphisn~ t : M~n(Spec)~~each(~). 
M~n(Spc) is generated by: 
a $9 is a state, and 
l whenever X is a state, and there exists some event declaration $ I- e such that X b $ 
and e$X, and Xti{e}+$ then X@(e) is a state, and XtiXti(e). 
Proof. Whenever Reach(B) is not the empty automaton, which is the case because the 
specification is consistent, t(8)=8. Since the automata are forced to move by event 
declarations, 1(X)=X for all states X of Min(Spec). Uniqueness follows from the 
injectivity condition. 
In the rest of the paper we will assume that specifications are always consistent. 
The various forms of event structures are particular “specification styles”. For 
instance, we may say that an automaton “satisfies” a prime event structure (E, <, # ) 
if, for every state X, X is consistent, and if Xk-+X & {e) whenever pred(e) c X. In order 
to conform with the scheme above, pred(e) and Con may be considered as formulas 
with obvious rules for satisfaction. Note that Auf(E) is just one particular “implemen- 
tation” of the event structure, as is Reach(Aut(E)) this being a minimal one. 
Even on this level of abstraction some compositionality results may be achieved, 
provided we add a few ingredients to the logic. 
Definition 12. Let 4 be a formula of type E’, and let h: E-E’ be a partial mapping. 
Then h* $ is a formula of type E, and, for all X GE, let X /= h* 4 if h(X) b 4 and if h is 
injective on X. 
Proposition 13. For all euent automata 4” of type E’, 
(i) h*(d’)+h*$ ifS’F_qA and 
(ii) h*(&“), h*t+b ke if&‘, tj +h(e), provided that h(e) is defined. 
Jf h is surjective on states, the reverse holds. 
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Proof. 
(i) h*(&‘)+h*~#~ 
iff, for all states X of h*(b), X+/r*+, 
iff, for all states X of /I*(&‘), h(X)I=$ and h is injective on X, 
if, for all states Y of b’, Y + 4, 
the latter, since h preserves states, and is injective on each state X by definition of 
h*(E). 
(ii) h*(E), h*$ +;e 
iff, for all states X of h*(B’), XHXw{e} if X+h*$, 
iff, for all states X of h*(b’), h(X)Hh(X)w{h(e)} 
if h(X) + + and if h is injective on X 
(by definition of the automaton h*(b’) and (i)) 
if b’, $ k h(e). 
If h is surjective on states we can replace the “if” by an “iff”. 
Corollary 14. Let h*Spec denote the specijkation with state formulas h*4 and event 
declaration h*ll/ l-e such that C$ and $ F h(e), if h(e) is dejned, are in Spec. Then 
h*(B’)+h*Spec whenever &‘/=Spec. 
Proposition 15. Zf d + h*Spec then h(b) is well-dejned, and h(b) +Spec, where h(l) 
has states h(X) with X being a state of&, and transitions h(X)Hh( Y) ifX+-+ Y in 8. 
Proof. I t= h*Spec implies that h is injective on every state X of 8, and injectivity 
guarantees that the transitions are well-defined. The second claim follows from 
straightforward application of the definitions. 
Proposition 16. Let X +$J A $ if X +c$ and X t=$. Dejine the specification 
Specl n Specz to consist of the state formulas ~7 q51 A 7~; 42 and the event declarations 
x:$1 k e ifzI(e) is defined, x2(e) is not defined, and 41 I- xl(e) is in Specl 
nt$* l-e if x2(e) is dejned, zl(e) is not defined, and C#J~ I- x2(e) is in Specz 
r~T41 A Z~C#J~ k e if both xl(e) and x2(e) are dejned, and 4i t- ni(e) is in Speci for 
i= 1,2. 
Then 
(i) JFI n ~9~ + Specl n Spec, ifl C$ I= Specl and g2 + Specz, and 
(ii) If d~SpeclflSpec, then xl(b)j=Specl and nz(b)~Specz. 
Proof. 
(i) 
l Let 41 and & be the state formulas of Specl and Spec2, respectively. We check that 
6?If18z+rrTr$1 A rtg& iff 8r +4r and if E+&. 
Let ~9~ + 4r and let 8; + I&. Then by definition of the product automaton, for every 
state Yof&~~&, ni(Y)+4i d an 7~, is injective on Y, hence Y ä 7Cl~i, for i= 1,2. 
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For the other direction observe that, for all states Y of &i n &, Y k rc: Ii/i, and thus 
$( Y) + & for i= 1,2. The claim then follows due to surjectivity of n1 resp. x2. 
l We need a case distinction according to whether e is in El, EZ, or El x E, in an 
event declaration. We only consider the latter case and assume that 11/i k e, and 
I/~ E e, are event declarations of Specl and Spec2, respectively. 
For some state Yin &?ifl&, let YkrcylC/r and Y+r~tll/~, and (el,ez)$Y. Then 
ei@cr( I’) and e2$7tz( Y) since rci and 7c2 are injective on Y. For the same reason, 
Y + nr+i is equivalent to ni( Y) k ll/i for i = 1,2. By assumption, $r k el is in Specl, 
hence we can deduce that rci( Y)H~c~( Y)& {ei>, and similarly rc2( Y)H 
n2( Y)ti {e2}. Then YH Y&{(e1,e2)} by definition of the product automaton. 
For the other direction, assume that, for some state Xi of&r, Xi k 11/i and e, +X1. 
As rrl is surjective on states, ther exists some state Y of &r fl g2 such that rci( Y)=X. 
But then Xi~X~ti{ei} as 4i Fe1 is in Specl. 
(ii) 
For the projections xi(&) to be well-defined, we notice that, by definition, a state X of 
d satisfies the state formula rrT 41 A nf b2 iff the projections are injective on X, and if 
ni(X)I=$i. The injectivity guarantees that the transitions are well-defined. Also the 
projections satisfy the respective state formulas. 
Assume that &,rrf$r be where rcl(e) is defined, but not rc2(e). Since every state of 
Z,(S) is of the form nl(X) with X being a state of 8, til Fe1 holds if, for all states X of 
8, rcl(X)~nl(X)&{el} whenever nr(X)+$i and e@ci(X). Assume the latter holds. 
By surjectivity of the projections, for every event declaration 11/l k e, in Specl, there 
exists some event declaration rc: $ 1 k e such that xl(e) = el . Since rti (X) I= II/ 1 implies 
that X +nTIC/i, and since e$X by injectivity of the projections on states, XHX we, 
and thus nl(X)Hrcl(X)ti{el} in ~~(8). 
The other cases work out similarly. 
These results allow us to write modular specifications involving the synchroniz- 
ation operators considered so far. The “logic” involved should be considered as 
a framework; the results holds for every particular logic which satisfies the require- 
ments for X Fc$. 
Designing a concrete logic, a possible choice for atomic formulas may be thus: for 
every event eeE, let, ambiguously, e denote a predicate such that X +e iff eeX. In 
combination with conjunction, this allows us to specify the enabling relation of 
arbitrary event structures. If the enabling relation is deterministic (meaning that, for 
every event, if enabled, there exists a unique set of causes) we specify the enabling 
relation of a prime event structure. Note that consistent states can be specified by 
a disjunctive normal form. 
Or course, we are aware that our notion of specification is limited; specifying in 
terms of events which only occur once in a computation tends to be tiresome, though 
applicable in specific examples such as our running example. In general, one would 
take a more global point of view thinking in terms of actions which may occur 
repeatedly during a run of the system. Labeling events with actions is the standard 
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Fig. 13. Example. 
procedure to introduce the latter which can be accomplished in our approach as easily 
as usual. Then one can introduce a lot of additional infrastructure, such as “number of 
occurrences of . . . “, “since the last occurrence of . . .“, to speak about events implicitly. 
Though of interest in its own right, especially in terms of what fundamental infrastruc- 
ture is needed in practical examples, we postpone such a discussion, as we want to 
address only foundations problems in this paper. 
Another line of thought is to replace event declarations by some temporal formulas 
such as 4 + q o Ne where N is the next state operator. This needs investigation. 
4.2. Possible events and asymmetric conjict 
The simplest example involving possible events (Fig. 13) cannot be specified by the 
mechanisms above since, invariably, we get a move {b} H { a, b}. But if we extend our 
logics quite naively by adding a negation, we can state something like 1 b k a 
stipulating that X kl C#J iff X F 4. Then the occurrence of b prohibits the event a. 
The use of negations allows to model a variety of phenomena some of which we list 
below: 
l Now a conjlict between events e and e’ may be specified by a state formula 
comprising eoi e’. 
l A more dynamic version of conflict is obtained by the following notion: let us say 
that e is in asymmetric conjlict with e’ (notation e+e’) if e’ cannot occur whenever 
e has already occurred. This is achieved if all enabling statements for e’ are of the 
form 4 A 1 e /- e’. Then the notation e-&e’ is a sort of “global” requirement. 
Asymmetric conflict, for instance, allows to model priorities. As an example con- 
sider the following situation with three events, e, e’ and e” such that e<e’, e’ # e” 
and e+e” (in the language of prime event structures enriched with the notion of 
asymmetric onflict). Then {e] is a reachable configuration and the event e” is not 
any longer enabled whereas it was previously: in this case we can say that the event 
e’ has a greater priority on e”. In this case the final configuration can be only {e, e’}. 
Of course there is also the configuration {e”, e} but this is reached by observing first 
e” and then e. Note that this models priorities in the following sense: whereas two 
events with different priorities are enabled, observing the one with the highest 
disables the others. Forgetting about the conflict, i.e. with e de’, e d e” and e”+e’, 
we see that we might obtain a configuration {e, e’, e”) but not starting with {e, e”}. 
This situation correspond to confusion in Petri nets, using priorities to display the 
situation (see Fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14. The Petri net with asymmetric conflict. 
The specification of this situation may be the following: regarding the states we 
have that every state must satisfy the predicate e’ol e”, and the transition relation 
is specified by t- e, e A 1 err and I- e”. 
Similarly one might introduce race conditions on a set X of events by a list of 
asymmetric conflicts e+e’ for all e, e’EX. 
Gunawardena’s geometric automata [ 12,131 follow a slightly more general scheme 
in that a formula I) may prevent an event e from happening, notation $-i+e. In fact, 
Gunawardena’s automata can be specified by having at most one event declaration 
of the form $ A 1 I) t- e. 
A more general class of automata are obtained if we allow events to be declared by 
more than one formula of the form C#I A 1 II/ k e. For instance, the automaton 
can be specified by 1 c I- a, c A d I-- a, 1 a k c, a A b I- c, a F b, c I- d. This auto- 
maton is not geometric [12]. 
This style of specification somewhat reflect the ideas of [23]. In the declaration 
#I A 1 I) F e, the predicate $ might be considered as a specification of a post 
condition; though e might have been enabled at some point, the event may not be 
“successful” in that some other development of the system may result in a condition 
where e becomes irrelevant. 
Negation seems to work correctly, though some restrictions apply. For instance, 
negation is in general not preserved by a transformation, in that not X kh*l& iff 
X + 1 h* 4. But this is more due to partiality than due to the structure of event 
automata. 
We stress that, though we compare with the work of Gunawardena, our program is 
definitely less ambitious; we simply use logic as it comes handy to specify the 
automata we are interested in, while Gunawardena strives for a logical characteriza- 
tion of the automata, trying to avoid the enabling relation. We are skeptical whether 
this may be achieved in full generality, though some progress has been made in [4], 
our main objection being that a transition structure which is not naturally induced 
from set inclusion is hard to characterize in “global” terms. 
To finish off this section, let us reconsider the running example. There is little 
problem to capture the “possibility” inherent in the example, and here we give the 
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Table I 
Agent A Agent B Agent C 
States Declarations States Declarations States Declarations 
Table 2 
States Declarations 
specification of the agents and of the channel (see Table 1). Here the negation is used 
to specify that an asymmetric conflict between the sending (receiving) of a data and the 
release of the connection exists. 
We give now a brief account of how to compose these specifications. Let us consider 
the agent A and the channel. As the specification tends to be rather big, we give only 
a few event declarations of it (see Table 2). For convenience, we use abbreviations such 
as n:C,,, f C,“,, or nf Creq s C&. On the right-hand side the superscripts indicate the 
components the events stem from. 
We can now synchronize the corresponding events of agent A and the channel K, 
and then compose with agent B to obtain a specification, given in Table 3, where again 
we use a few notational conventions: since all events with the same names are 
synchronized we replace, e.g. (C&, C,“,,) by Creq. The superscripts of the predicates 
indicate the origin, e.g. C;“,, abbreviates something like synfnfsynf XT C,,, where synf 
denotes the transformation synchronizing A and K, and syng synchronizes the 
synchronized product of A and K with B, the projection in the middle being used for 
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Table 4 
Table 3 
Protocol 
States Declarations 
Agent A 
States Declarations 
Agent B 
States Declarations 
Channel 
States Declarations 
Ccnf - creq 
Did =a Ccnf 
R ,cq’Ccnf 
R d*RXq 
D req * CIEP 
Rind-C,,, 
Cind t- Crsp 
1 Rind t D,,, 
Rind t- R,,, 
C,., t Ci”d 
C,,, t Cd 
D,,, t Dind 
R,., k Rcnf 
the construction of the product. In straight words, X(=C& iff CC:‘,,, C&)EX. The 
injectivity conditions for transformed predicates is trivially satisfied (which is not the 
standard case). Actually, because of this specific nature of the example one might strip 
off the superscripts altogether. 
This specification seems a fairly reasonable approximation of what could be 
expected if trying to specify the protocol directly. We leave it to the reader to check 
that the minimal automata induced by the various specifications correspond to those 
given in Section 3.3. 
We obtain a considerably simpler specification if we assume all reachable states 
satisfy the state formula, where the state formula is specified by the conjunction of all 
the formulas listed in the columns marked “States”. This kind of specification (see 
Table 4) tries to characterize the behavior of the agents in terms of “feasible” states: the 
fact that Creq enables Ccnr (Creq E Ccnf) is a consequence of a reasoning on the 
behavior of the agent A whereas taking into account the description of the agent we 
are confident in saying only that a state containing Ccnl should contain also Creq, 
i.e. Ccnf * Creq. With the same sort of renaming we obtain the specification, given in 
Table 5, which appears as a rather natural reflection of the informal picture we have 
started from. 
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Table 5 
Protocol 
4.3. Transactions and forcing 
Our running example still provides more food for thought. We may stipulate that 
a data transfer on the channel is only successful if every message transmitted is 
received. Oldfashioned automata theory introduces jnal states to qualify successful 
computations. While not totally out of scope, final states are somewhat inadequate 
if reactive systems with infinitary behavior are considered. One would rather like 
to say that, for instance, data are successfully transferred if Dind occurs whenever 
Dreq did so. Such a relativisation of final (and of initial) states is well known as 
a transaction. 
By a transaction we mean a (somehow ordered) set of atomic events, all of which 
should have happened before considering the transaction to be successful. A 
transaction cannot take place instantaneously, hence must, in our approach, 
go through a series of states. Unfortunately, other events may take place during 
the execution of an transaction, and thus may interfere, in the worst case causing 
a deadlock, livelock or whatsoever. If all events of a transaction are executed, 
no more actions are considered necessary, at least for the specific transaction to be 
successful. 
For modeling, we have to distinguish intermediate states from other states, where 
no action needs to happen. We borrow the notion of quiescent states from some 
recent developments in object oriented modeling [22]: by a quiescent state we 
mean a state in which no particular action is forced to happen. In contrast, in an 
active state some particular events need to occur before resulting in a (to some 
degree) successful computation. We may add this notion to the definition of event 
automaton: 
Definition 17. An event automaton d=(E, St, t-, Q) with quiescent states is an event 
automaton with a subset Q of states, by definition the quiescent ones. 
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The definition is almost trivial but efficient; it allows to capture some basic 
phenomena like: 
Transaction. A sequence of states starting and ending in a quiescent one while 
intermediate states are not so. A transaction is elementary if no proper subset of its 
events determines a transaction.” 
Deadlock. A state is deadlocked if it is not quiescent and no further transition is 
possible. 
Livelock. A state is livelocked if it is not quiescent and no transition sequence leads 
to a deadlock or a quiescent state. 
Remark. It might be interesting to note that quiescent states have been implicitly 
introduced in the literature on event structures. Goltz and van Glabbeek consider 
maximal configurations which are not complete as deadlocked in [25] (in the context of 
flow event structures where a configuration is complete if all events, which are not in 
the configuration, are in conflict with one of the elements in the configuration). For 
instance, the configuration {d,, d2} is maximal but not complete in the following 
example (due to S. Schreiber, also taken from [25]). 
In our terminology we might say that those states are quiescent which are maximal 
and complete. 
The operation of partial synchronization on event automata with quiescent states is 
pretty straightforward: as for reachable states we require that quiescent states are 
preserved by partially synchronous homomorphisms. As a consequence, a state in 
a product 8i n C$ is quiescent whenever the projections to the components are so. 
Similarly, a state X in the automaton h*(b) is quiescent if h(X) is so. We leave it to the 
reader to spell out all the details. 
Quiescent states can be specified by formulas in the same way as states. For 
instance, given that a “transaction” consists of a sequence of events e, ; ez; . . .; e,, one 
might state a conjunction /jei*ei+I(i= 1, . . . , n - 1. More generally, such formulas 
will be a disjunction of conjunctions of the form ,P, pi - eil i = 1, . . . , II. As usual, fantasy 
is not limited to introduce additional notation. 
“The definition deviates from more standard ideas. But it appears to be the best we can hope for under the 
regime of the true concurrency. Quiescent states may be graded to model nested transactions. 
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Table 6 
Protocol 
States Quiescent states Declarations 
We are finally ready to use the powerfulness of the notions developed so far to 
specify faithfully the protocol (see Table 6). The state formulas for quiescent states 
reflect the behavior of the channel. 
As a matter of fact we consider quiescent states as those being open to external 
observation, in contrast to active states which are hidden. This allows us to consider 
more sophisticated equivalences. The result could be a clearer understanding of 
rejinement or, vice versa, abstraction [ 10,111. To give an example: we might split 
events e into a start event e+ and an end event e-, and argue that only those states are 
quiescent such that no start event occurs on its own. Abstraction, meaning forgetting 
about active states, would then coincide with the original system (hence abstract from 
the ST-semantics of [26] which corresponds to the refined system). However, all this is 
speculative and needs further investigation. 
5. Revisiting prime/flow event structures 
One may wonder whether similar results can be obtained by enriching prime or 
flow event structures, This is not as straightforward as one might hope for. For 
instance, in [17] we have given a definition of prime event structure which, at first 
sight, seems to capture the notion with “possible events”. 
Definition 18 
l A prime event structure with possible events is the 4-tuple E=(E, E,, &, # ) where 
(E, <, # ) is a prime event structure and E, E E is a set of possible events. 
l A configuration X is any subset of events satisfying the following conditions: 
1. X is a conflict free; 
2. VeEX Ve’<e either e’EX or e’EE,. 
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Fig. 15. The flow event structure with possible flow for A and B. 
Modifying Vaandrager’s construction [24], we can define synchronized products 
for this enriched notion of prime event structures; for our running example this would 
glue together the components A and B (as depicted in Fig. 51, and the channel, to 
obtain Fig. 4. The possible events are those underlined. However the compound prime 
event structure shows some unexpected behavior: it has two configurations one would 
not consider as proper, namely those containing only Dreq or only Dinds 
The interpretation of “possibility” is here too global; the locally well-behaved 
possible events cause side effects in compound structures due to the transitivity of <. 
The problem becomes obvious if we consider “logical” specifications. The declaration 
Ccnf A 1 Rcnf E Dind reflects that Dind is a possible element. Glued together with the 
declaration Dreq I- Dind of the channel, we obtain the declaration 
Ccnr A Dreq A 1 RFnf t- Dind, whereas Dreq being possible in the compound structure 
does result in the declaration Ccnf A 1 Rcnf t- Di,d- 
Hence we need to consider the notion of possible event in a more local context, 
which suggests the need to consider flow instead of prime event structures. We replace 
possible events by “possible flow” in that e <,e’ implies that e is a (possible) cause of e’ 
but might be ignored. In any case, it should not occur once e’ has occurred. 
Definition 19 
o A flow event structure with a possible flow is a 4-tuple E=(E, <, <,, # ) where 
(E, <, # ) is a flow event structure and i, is a flow over E, called the possible flow, 
such that i n<,=#. 
l A configuration X is any subset of events such that 
(a) X is conflict free; 
(b) X does not contain causality cycles: the relation <x is a partial ordering where 
<x is the reflective and transitive closure of (< u <,)n(X x X), 
(c) VeEX if e’<e and e’$X then there exists e”EX such that e”<e and e“ #e’. 
Remark. By the way, it is as straightforward to add a “local” forcing relation e&e’. 
Let us look at the running example as in Fig. 15 where a p indicates the possible 
flow. The flow event structures A and B have exactly the expected behavior in that 
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Fig. 16. The flow event structure with a possible flow for the protocol. 
Dind (and Dreq) can be skipped, but do not occur after occurrence of Rcnf (resp. Rrsp). 
The composite structure we would expect (Fig. 16) behaves properly as well; 
D,,,< Dind being a proper flow requires that Dreq must have occurred whenever 
Dind occurs. “Possibility” remains confined to its local context. 
This presumes an explicit construction on flow events structures with possible flow 
which synthesizes Fig. 16 from its components. 
Definition 20. Given two flow event structures with a possible flow 
&=(&,<r,<,,,#r) and &=(&,<z,<~,, #2), the product of El and EZ, de- 
noted with El n E2, is the flow event structure with a possible flow E=(E, <, <,, # ) 
where 
1. E=Er X*E2’E1X{ ) E * u r x E2 u { * ) x E, with the obvious projections 7ci and 
7-c29 
2. e4e’ if rc1(e)<i7c1(e’) or rc2(e)<27r2(e’), 
3. e<,e’ if rci(e)i,,,nr(e’) and 7c2(e)-Kp2rr2(e’), when both projections are defined, 
4. e#e’if xr(e)#rn,(e’) or X2(e)#,(e’) or (e#e’ and rcr(e)=n,(e’)) or (e#e’ and 
n2(e)=~2(e’)). 
In this definition a flow is possible if and only if, whenever both projections are 
defined, both flows were possible. The transformation operation h*E’ is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 21. Given a flow event structure E’ with a possible flow of type E’, and 
a partial mapping h: E+E’ we define a flow event structure h*E’=(E, <, <,, # ) with 
possible flow by 
1. e<e’ ifh(e)<‘h(e’), 
2. e<,e’ ifh(e)<bh(e’), and 
3. e # e’ ifh(e) #‘h(e’) or (e#e’ and h(e)=h(e’)). 
We omit a proof that El n E2 as specified defines a categorical product (which 
follows the lines of [3]). It might be more interesting to observe that such flow event 
structures can be respecified in our style. 
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Pro~sition 22. Let E be a ftow event structure with ~ossi~Ze Jlow. ~~~~e Spec(E) to 
consist of 
l a state formula A (e-7 e’Je #e’ in El, and 
l event declarations AZ A V (-I e’le<,e’) t-e where Zs fe’le’< e> such that e’ # e” 
for some e”E X whenever e’$ Z and e’ < e. 
Then Min( Spec( E)) = ConFin( E). 
Proof. The proof follows that the Proposition 2 with regard to flow event structures. 
For XiHXi+ I= Xi* {e) to be a move of the automaton, we have to find some event 
declaration Q, k e such that Xi + 4. By the argument in Proposition 2 we, however, 
know that a set 2 with the required properties is uniquely determined. Moreover, 
minimality of e in X\Xi excludes the condition A 11 e’le<,e’} to hold in Xi. For the 
other direction, the only difference is in the condition (b) about cycles; but ei,e’ for 
some e’EX contradicts e to be enabled by some event declaration. 
6. Conclusions and outlook 
We believe we have provided a sound basis for event-based behavior independent 
of particular “styles of specification”, Moreover, we claim the clear distinction be- 
tween specification and behavior as a merit, while admitting without reservation that 
the proposed styles of specification may lack elegance and do not cover practical needs. 
However, the compositionality results provide a solid basis to pursue the theme. 
Event automata give a perspective that is of a much more general nature than may 
have surfaced so far. Generalizing, we could distinguish between states and observa- 
tions about states, still preserving the characteristic properties of event automata: 
that, for each state, the events which have occurred are known, and that each state 
transition corresponds to the occurrence of an event. Other observations about states 
may give information about “observed causalities” ~meaning that the set E, of events 
which have happened so far in a state s are partially ordered, which formally subsumes 
the poposets of Rensink 1213) or use attributes in the sense of object oriented 
programming to retrieve local information such as the “value of some identifier”, 
combining event-based with state-based mechanisms. 
Such generic type of event automata are investigated in the forthcoming [18], but 
we may already claim here that the construction used in this paper transposes if 
suitably adapted. 
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